NWEA MAP (2nd  5th Grade)
Math Goals Performance
Number Sense
Skills include counting forward and backward; ordering numbers;
identifying the nth object in line; comparing sets of objects; rounding
whole numbers; writing equivalent forms of whole numbers using
place value (e.g., 54 = 4 tens and 14 ones); writing whole numbers in
standard and expanded form; writing mixed numbers as improper
fractions and improper fractions as mixed numbers; comparing and
ordering fractions; expressing the equivalent form of a fraction,
decimal, and/or percent; and ordering integers on a number line.
Computation
Skills include determining basic addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division facts; and adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing
whole numbers, fractions, and decimals.

Algebraic Thinking
Skills include representing word problems with manipulatives; solving
realworld addition, subtraction, multiplication, division word problems;
extending repeating, geometric or arithmetic patterns; and solving
simple open sentences with missing factors.
Geometry
Skills include understanding location words; identifying that the face of
a 3D figure is a 2D shape; naming and classifying shapes according
to attributes; identifying realworld objects that are shaped like 2D
and 3D shapes, identifying lines, rays, parallel lines, perpendicular
lines, and angles.
Measurement
Skills include using rounding to estimate answers to 2step problems
involving money, finding equivalent combinations of dollars and cents
with the same value; computing addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division on multiplestep, realworld problems involving money;
converting between inches and feet; converting between cups, pints,
and quarts; computing simple conversions among units of time, and
determining the perimeter of a figure where some sides are labeled.

Data Analysis and Statistics
Skills include organizing data to create simple graphs, solving
problems using graphs, and drawing conclusions from graph data.

Reading Goals Performance
Literature
Skills include comparing settings, analyzing events important to plot
development, assessing character development, identifying the theme
in a literary text, inferring the conflict, identifying the sequence of
events, and evaluating the author’s viewpoint or attitude in literary
text.

Nonfiction
Skills include summarizing, analyzing passages, rephrasing the main
idea, speculating the cause for a given reallife effect, drawing
conclusions, identifying facts and opinions, identifying the sequence
of events, inferring the author’s specific purpose, evaluating the
author’s viewpoint or attitude, and identifying features of charts in
informational text.
Vocabulary
Skills include selecting an antonym or synonym for a given word in a
sentence, classifying words that belong in a given category, using
words to describe a picture, determining the meaning of a word based
on context and sentence structure, identifying a homophone to
complete a given sentence, matching a definition to a word with a
prefix or suffix in a given sentence, locating information in a glossary,
understanding and interpreting a word from a passage that suggests
a feeling, analyzing literary text to determine the author’s mood, and
analyzing the meaning of figurative language and descriptive
language.
Lexile Range
The Lexile Framework is a scientific way to match readers with text using the same scale. Recognized as the
best way to match readers with appropriate text, Lexile measures connect learners of all ages with resources
at the right level of challenge. A student’s Lexile range can be used to identify appropriate, challenging books,
periodicals, and other reading materials. See more information at
https://lexile.com/aboutlexile/lexileoverview/lexileinfographic/.

